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Edco is Australia's largest family owned and operated supplier of
quality cleaning products, janitorial and food service products. 

 
Edco is focused on delivering the very best in product and service to

the Australian market, under our Edco brand. We also represent
some of the world's market leading cleaning brands and do so
because they represent the best quality, reliability and value. 

 
Trusting Edco with your cleaning supply needs, guarantees quality. 

Proudly cleaning Australia since 1941
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Glomesh has been the
leading brand of floor pads in
Australia for over 40 years. 

Glomesh offers the broadest
range of floor pads on the
Australian market today.
From regular speed to ultra
high speed pads and a range
of specialty pads, the
Glomesh range offers a
solution for every floor
cleaning and maintenance
application. 

With local pad production
facilities in Edco's Sydney
warehouse and stock held in
three national distribution
centres, fast order
turnaround is guaranteed. 
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What makes Glomesh the best performing pads
on the Australian market?  
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Fibre Denier
Glomesh floor pads are manufactured using
heavier fibres than most other pad brands,
providing better stretch resistance, longevity
and cleaning performance.

Construction
Binding materials (glue) account for a large
portion of the cost of manufacturing floor pad
material. Glomesh pads use only superior binder
materials to prolong pad performance and
durability.  

Open web construction 
Glomesh pads have an 'open web' construction.
An open web construction allows the dirt to
escape through the pad instead of collecting
within the pad, ensuring consistent performance
for the life of the pad. 

The open web construction allows for pad flex,
which increases the contact area of pad to floor,
meaning you clean faster. 

Glomesh open web construction also dissipates
heat evenly throughout the pad, preventing
premature deterioration of binder material. 

Floor contact
For effective cleaning, Glomesh floor pads are
manufactured with an elastic binder. This allows
Glomesh pads to reach into the peaks and
valleys of any floor surface. 
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GLOMESH DUALA CLEAN AND SHINE
HIGH SPEED PAD 

A dual purpose clean and shine pad in
one step using only water.
Made with a proprietary blend of
unique composites. 
Increased shine with repeated use.
Long lasting, durable pad has many
application possibilities. 
Colour coded to indicate when pad is
worn. 

A dual purpose clean and shine pad in
one step using only water.
Made with a proprietary blend of
unique composites. 
Increased shine with repeated use.
Long lasting, durable pad has many
application possibilities. 
Colour coded to indicate when pad is
worn.  

GLOMESH DUALA CLEAN AND SHINE  
REGULAR SPEED PAD

DC***LS         280-425mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

DH***HS        500-600mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

The dual purpose

clean and shine 

floor pad 

Duala dual purpose clean and shine pads provide cost
effective floor maintenance, using just water. Simply
use on a low speed rotary machine or auto scrubber.

Duala will take a dull floor and give the surface a clean,
bright look, removing surface marks and buffing to a
bright shine. Duala can be used on a variety of floors
including vinyl composite tile (VCT), terrazzo, natural
stone, concrete, vinyl and rubber.

As Duala continues to be used, the pad increasingly
brings back brightness and shine to your floor.

High speed floor maintenance is easier with the Duala
dual purpose, clean and shine floor pad and water. 
The laminated construction of Duala High Speed
prevents elongation at high speeds. 
Duala High Speed will take a dull, marred floor and give
it's surface a clean, bright shine whilst also removing
scuffs and surface marks.

Duala High Speed pads can be used on a variety of
floors including VCT, terrazzo, natural stone, concrete,
vinyl and rubber.
Use Duala High Speed pad to improve your high speed
floor maintenance schedule.
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Choosing the right Glomesh 
Regular Speed pad
Black - stripping
For regular speed stripping.

Brown - dry stripping
For regular speed stripping or more
aggressive cutting back.

Green - scrubbing
For wet, heavy duty scrubbing or cutting
back. 

Blue - cleaning
For lighter scrubbing or for less aggressive
cutting back. 

Red - spray buffing
For spray or spot buffing. Can be used for
dry buffing or very light, wet scrubbing.  

Tan - polishing
Dry polishing buffable finishes. Also has the
ability to surface clean while polishing.   

White - super polish
Dry polishing to a higher shine.  Can use
water mist to obtain a higher gloss.   
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GLOMESH BROWN DRY STRIPPING PAD 
Dry stripping pad suitable for regular
stripping or more aggressive cutting
back. 
Softer than Glomesh black makes
brown suitable for stripping uneven
floors. 
Recommended for use on machines
between 175 - 350rpm.

Abrasive floor pad designed for
regular, wet and heavy duty stripping
and scrubbing. 
Aggressively removes floor finish and
dirt cleaning down to the original
surface. 
Recommended for use on machines
between 175 - 350rpm.

GLOMESH BLACK STRIPPING PAD GLOMESH GREEN SCRUBBING PAD 
Ideal for heavy duty wet scrubbing
and cutting back. 
Aggressively removes dirt and scuff
marks from heavily soiled floors. 
Recommended for use on machines
between 175 - 350rpm.

TK***GRN      150-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  
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TK***BLK       150-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

TK***BRN      200-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

GLOMESH RED SPRAY BUFFING PAD 
Mildly aggressive for daily cleaning
and spray buffing. 
Can also be used for dry buffing and
polishing or very light scrubbing. 
Removes light scuff marks and dirt
whilst producing a high gloss shine. 
Recommended for use on machines
between 350 - 800rpm.

Suitable for light scrubbing and less
aggressive cutting back of finishes. 
Will remove heavy dirt and scuff marks
on most surfaces, will also remove the
top layer of floor finish.
Recommended for use on machines
between 175 - 350rpm.

GLOMESH BLUE CLEANING PAD GLOMESH TAN POLISHING PAD 
Ideal for dry polishing buffable
finishes. 
Removes scuffs and black heel marks
while producing a high gloss shine. 
Recommended for use on machines
between 350 - 800rpm.

TK***TAN      200-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

TK***BLU       150-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

TK***RED      150-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

GLOMESH RECTANGULAR FLOOR PADS  
Available by special order - visit
www.edco.net.au for more
information. 
Three sizes 

300mm x 450mm
510mm x 350mm
700mm x 350mm

Suitable for dry polishing to a higher
shine. Use with a fine water mist to
produce a high gloss wet look to newly
finished floors. 
Ideal for soft polishing soft waves on
wood floors.  
Recommended for use on machines
between 350 - 800rpm.

GLOMESH WHITE POLISHING PAD 

TK***WHT      140-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

http://www.edco.net.au/
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Glomesh regular speed pads are readily available from three Edco national distribution centres in the sizes outlined in
the chart below. Other sizes may be available as made to order. Contact your local Edco office for more information. 

SIZE
mm BLACK BROWN GREEN BLUE RED TAN WHITE

DUALA 
REGULAR

SPEED

140       TK140WHT  

150 TK150BLK  TK150GRN TK150BLU TK150RED  TK150WHT  

175 TK175BLK  TK175GRN TK175BLU TK175RED  TK175WHT  

200 TK200BLK TK200BRN TK200GRN TK200BLU TK200RED TK200TAN TK200WHT  

220    TK220BLU TK220RED  TK220WHT  

230 TK230BLK TK230BRN TK230GRN TK230BLU TK230RED TK230TAN TK230WHT  

250 TK250BLK TK250BRN TK250GRN TK250BLU TK250RED TK250TAN TK250WHT  

280 TK280BLK TK280BRN TK280GRN TK280BLU TK280RED TK280TAN TK280WHT DC280LS

300 TK300BLK TK300BRN TK300GRN TK300BLU TK300RED TK300TAN TK300WHT DC300LS

330 TK330BLK TK330BRN TK330GRN TK330BLU TK330RED TK330TAN TK330WHT DC330LS

350 TK350BLK TK350BRN TK350GRN TK350BLU TK350RED TK350TAN TK350WHT DC350LS

380 TK380BLK TK380BRN TK380GRN TK380BLU TK380RED TK380TAN TK380WHT  

400 TK400BLK TK400BRN TK400GRN TK400BLU TK400RED TK400TAN TK400WHT DC400LS

425 TK425BLK TK425BRN TK425GRN TK425BLU TK425RED TK425TAN TK425WHT DC425LS

450 TK450BLK TK450BRN TK450GRN TK450BLU TK450RED TK450TAN TK450WHT  

475 TK475BLK TK475BRN TK475GRN TK475BLU TK475RED TK475TAN TK475WHT  

500 TK500BLK TK500BRN TK500GRN TK500BLU TK500RED TK500TAN TK500WHT  

525 TK525BLK TK525BRN TK525GRN TK525BLU TK525RED TK525TAN TK525WHT  

550 TK550BLK TK550BRN TK550GRN TK550BLU TK550RED TK550TAN TK550WHT  

600 TK600BLK TK600BRN TK600GRN TK600BLU TK600RED TK600TAN TK600WHT  

680 TK680BLK TK680BRN TK680GRN TK680BLU TK680RED TK680TAN TK680WHT  

715 TK715BLK TK715BRN TK715GRN TK715BLU TK715RED TK715TAN TK715WHT  

Sizes in shaded boxes are made to order only. Additional charges and increased production lead times apply. 



 

SUGGESTED 
USAGE BLUE ICE JACKAROO LITE BEIGE CHAMPAGNE JACKAROO BUCKAROO

ELECTRIC 1000+ RPM       

SOFT, BUFFABLE 
FINISH 

      

MEDIUM, DURABLE   
 FINISH

      

HARD, VERY DURABLE
FINISH

      

ELECTRIC 1500+ RPM       

SOFT, BUFFABLE 
FINISH 

      

MEDIUM, DURABLE    
 FINISH

      

HARD, VERY DURABLE
FINISH

      

BATTERY 1500-2000 RPM       

SOFT, BUFFABLE 
FINISH 

      

MEDIUM, DURABLE    
 FINISH

      

HARD, VERY DURABLE
FINISH

      

PROPANE 2000-3000 RPM       

SOFT, BUFFABLE 
FINISH 

      

MEDIUM, DURABLE    
 FINISH

      

HARD, VERY DURABLE
FINISH
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Choosing the right Glomesh 
Ultra High Speed pad
With the advent of various types of high speed burnishers, Glomesh
has developed a range of floor pads to help you achieve the
optimum level of shine on any floor surface, with any burnisher*.  

*The above represents a guide only, based on years of market research and customer feedback. Always check with
the manufacturer of your floor surface and floor polish or sealer for their guidance for your specific application.  
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GLOMESH JACKAROO LITE PAD  
A soft pad for frequent burnishing on
soft to medium finishes. 
Blended polyester and natural fibres.
Natural fibres reduce drag and
enhance gloss.
Recommended for use on machines
up to 3000rpm.

GLOMESH BLUE ICE PAD
A soft pad for soft to medium finishes.
Achieves a high gloss in heavy traffic
areas. 
Removes black marks without
removing the finish. 
Recommended for use on machines up
to 3000rpm.

UH***BIC      140-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  
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UH***JLI        140-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

GLOMESH JACKAROO PAD 
Suitable for frequent burnishing on
medium to hard finishes. 
Blended polyester and natural fibres.
Natural fibres reduce drag and
enhance gloss.
Recommended for use on machines
up to 3000rpm.

Suitable for use on medium to harder,
less buffable finishes.  
Used for dry buffing and moderate
spray cleaning. 
Recommended for use on machines up
to 3000rpm.

GLOMESH CHAMPAGNE PAD GLOMESH BUCKAROO PAD 
Suitable for medium to hard finishes. 
Features hard, aggressive binder and
natural fibres. Offers less drag which
makes it ideal for less buffable
finishes. 
Recommended for use on machines
up to 3000rpm.

UH***BUC     230-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

UH***CHM    200-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

UH***JAC      300-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

A soft pad for soft to medium finishes. 
Designed to stand up to high heat
required for use with propane
burnishers. 
Recommended for use on machines up
to 3000rpm.

GLOMESH BEIGE PAD 

UH***BGE      200-715mm         5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

The Numatic HFM1545 polisher,
has enhanced power to perform
consistently at high speeds. 

From simple polishing or
burnishing applications through
to spray cleaning, the HFM1545
delivers reliable performance and
is the perfect companion to
Glomesh Ultra High Speed Floor
Pads. 

https://numatic.net.au/products/04-rotary-scrubbers/hfm1545/
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Glomesh ultra high speed pads are readily available from three Edco national distribution centres in the sizes
outlined in the chart below. Other sizes may be available as made to order. Contact your local Edco office for more
information. 

 
SIZE 
mm BLUE ICE JACKAROO

LITE BEIGE CHAMPAGNE JACKAROO BUCKAROO DUALA 
HIGH SPEED

CORAL AUTO
SCRUB

140 UH140BIC UH140JLI       

200   UH200BGE UH200CHM    TKU200CR

230      UH230BUC   

250        TKU250CR

280      UH280BUC  TKU280CR

300     UH300JAC UH300BUC  TKU300CR

325        TKU325CR

350        TKU350CR

380        TKU380CR

400 UH400BIC UH400JLI UH400BGE UH400CHM UH400JAC UH400BUC  TKU400CR

425 UH425BIC UH425JLI UH425BGE UH425CHM UH425JAC UH425BUC  TKU425CR

450 UH450BIC UH450JLI UH450BGE UH450CHM UH450JAC UH450BUC  TKU450CR

475 UH475BIC UH475JLI UH475BGE UH475CHM UH475JAC UH475BUC  TKU475CR

500 UH500BIC UH500JLI UH500BGE UH500CHM UH500JAC UH500BUC DH500HS TKU500CR

525 UH525BIC UH525JLI UH525BGE UH525CHM UH525JAC UH525BUC  TKU525CR

550 UH550BIC UH550JLI UH550BGE UH550CHM UH550JAC UH550BUC DH550HS TKU550CR

600 UH600BIC UH600JLI UH600BGE UH600CHM UH600JAC UH600BUC DH600HS TKU600CR

680 UH680BIC UH680JLI UH680BGE UH680CHM UH680JAC UH680BUC  TKU680CR

715 UH715BIC UH715JLI UH715BGE UH715CHM UH715JAC UH715BUC  TKU715CR

Sizes in shaded boxes are made to order only. Additional charges and increased production lead times apply. 
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GLOMESH TURBOSTRIP SEGMENTED 
STRIPPING PAD  

Features 24 polygonal segments with
overlapped angular edges that bite
into floor polish aggressively. 
Strips floors up to 5 times faster than
a standard black stripping pad.  
Recommended for use on machines
between 175 - 350rpm.

The most aggressive, fastest stripping
pad from Glomesh. 
Strips in a quarter of the time of a
standard black pad. 
Recommended for use on machines
between 175 - 350rpm.

GLOMESH EMERALD HIGH
PERFORMANCE STRIPPING  PAD 
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TH400EME     400mm                 5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

TU400BLK       400mm                 5
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON 

Erases stubborn dirt and scuff marks
on smooth floor surfaces.
Constructed from high density foam to
maximise cleaning performance and
longevity. 
Recommended for use on machines up
to 300rpm.

MERRI MAGIC PAD 

FP-220-MAGIC       220mm         5
FP-400-MAGIC       400mm         5

 CODE                        SIZES            CARTON  

GLOMESH DUAL ACTION MICROFIBRE
BONNET 

Suitable for cleaning lightly soiled
carpets or cleaning hard floors and
grouting. 
Microfibre and polypropylene striping
combine to provide superior cleaning
action. 
Dual-purpose cleaning bonnet.  

Used for scrub cleaning carpets. 
A medium thick, highly absorbent
synthetic looped end yarn with green
cleaning stripes.  
For thicker pile carpets. 
Reversible, can be used on both sides
of the bonnet. 

GLOMESH QUEEN SCRUBBING CARPET
BONNET 

WLBONQ17            430mm         1
 CODE                        SIZE               CARTON 

WLBONS17       430mm                 1
 CODE                  SIZE                      CARTON  

 

The Glomesh Dual Action
Microfibre Bonnet provides
outstanding cleaning
performance. 

Ideal for scrubbing lightly soiled
or spot carpet cleaning. 

Polypropylene striping provides
an effective scrubbing action on
carpets or can also be used on
hard floors, especially effective 
 for cleaning grout. 

The ultimate dual-purpose and
dual-action cleaning bonnet.  

GLOMESH CORAL AUTO SCRUB AND 
PRE-BURNISH PAD 

Designed for use with auto scrubbers,
daily high speed use or spray buffing.
Open weave pad allows excellent
water flow with auto scrubbers and
wax dust absorption inside the pad.  
Recommended for use on machines
between 175 - 1500rpm.

TKU***CR      200-715mm         5
(see Ultra High Speed size table)

 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON 

Always be sure to keep
the floor well lubricated
with water and a surface
appropriate floor cleaner
solution when using Merri
Magic pads to maximise
pad life and cleaning
performance. 

For this reason, Edco
Merri Magic Pads are
ideally suited for use with
the range of Numatic
scrubber dryers. 

https://numatic.net.au/catalogue/03-battery-scrubbers/
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GLOMESH SANDSCREEN DRIVER
Unique white sandscreen driver pad.
Eliminates screen sling and extends
life of the sandscreen.  
Provides a cushion to allow
sandscreens to flex and dip into
uneven floor surfaces for a better
result. 

A wine coloured, thinline pad to denib
wood floors between coats.
Denibbing removes 'nibs' and
imperfections from your finish and
should be performed between the
application of each coat of finish.  
Results in superior final gloss.  

GLOMESH DENIB FLOOR PAD 
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TS***WIN      200-500mm         10
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON  

TS***WHT     200- 450mm        10
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON 

Durable, professional quality
sandscreens for resurfacing solid
timber floors. 
Sands down old finish so that new
finish can be applied effectively. 
Available in a variety of coarseness
ranging from 60 grit (extremely
coarse) to 220 grit (super fine).

GLOMESH SANDSCREENS 

TS400***        200-400mm         10
 CODE                SIZES                    CARTON  

 

Sandscreen coarseness guide:
60 grit - extremely coarse
80 grit - coarse
100 grit - medium
120 grit - fine
150 grit - medium fine
180 grit - very fine
220 grit - super fine

SIZE 
mm DENIB WHITE

DRIVER 60 GRIT 80 GRIT 100 GRIT 120 GRIT 150 GRIT 180 GRIT 220 GRIT

200 TS200WIN TS200WHT TS200060 TS200080 TS200100 TS200120 TS200150 TS200180 TS200220

400 TS400WIN TS400WHT TS400060 TS400080 TS400100 TS400120 TS400150 TS400180 TS400200

450 TS450WIN TS450WHT TS45060 TS45080 TS450100 TS450120 TS450150 TS450180 TS450220

500 TS500WIN         

 

Sizes in shaded boxes are made to order only. Additional charges and increased production lead times apply. 
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ABC TEXSTEEL FLOOR DISCS 
Grade #1 needle punched steel wool
discs have exceptional strength and
are used in various commercial stone
polishing applications. 
Discs cling directly to the fibre brush
on any rotary polisher or sander.  

Flat, flexible doughnuts of carbon steel
for scrubbing and polishing linoleum,
vinyl, marble and other hard floor
surfaces with rotary floor polishers. 
Size 15 - 16 inches, approximately
390mm diameter.

ABC WOOLERS   
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ABCW00         #00                         12
ABCW0           #0                            12
ABCW1           #1                            12
ABCW2           #2                            12

 CODE               GRADE                  CARTON  
ABC191           400mm                 12
 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON 

 

Since 1929, ABC Steel Wool
has been synonymous with
quality steel wool products
throughout Australia.
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GLOMESH-D 800 GRIT 
For normal preparation of floors, this
is the first pad to use. 
Repairs light scratches.   

To start preparation on more seriously
worn floors, this aggressive pad is used
with a regular speed polisher or auto
scrubber and a little water. 
Ideal starting point for unpolished
concrete.   

GLOMESH-D 400 GRIT  
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TCYD32504     325mm             5
TCYD40004     400mm             5
TCYD42504     425mm             5
TCYD50004     500mm             5

 CODE                SIZES                 CARTON  
TCYD32508    325mm                 5
TCYD40008    400mm                 5
TCYD42508    425mm                 5
TCYD50008    500mm                 5

 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON 

 

The most advanced diamond impregnated 
floor pad system. Developed to produce superb,
yet economically maintained stone floors.  
This no-polish system saves 40 to 50% of cost
compared to polished floors, plus produces a 
superb gloss. 

GLOMESH-D 1500 GRIT 
Next stage of preparation.
Micro-polishes the floor for improved
reflection.
Continues the process of scratch
removal. 

 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON 

GLOMESH-D 3000 GRIT 
Final stage of preparation, leaves the
floor ready for daily maintenance
especially with light coloured floors. 
Increases gloss level, continues to
remove light scratches.  
For daily maintenance, use with a
regular speed machine or ultra high
speed machine for improved gloss
levels.  

 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON 

GLOMESH-D 6000 GRIT 
Final step for even better gloss,
especially with darker colour floors.
Always use for granite maintenance. 
Capable of producing gloss to match
newly-laid polish. 
Unique pad, only available in 
 Glomesh-D system. 

 CODE               SIZES                     CARTON 

TCYD32515    325mm                 5
TCYD40015    400mm                 5
TCYD42515    425mm                 5
TCYD50015    500mm                 5

TCYD32530    325mm                 5
TCYD40030    400mm                 5
TCYD42530    425mm                 5
TCYD50030    500mm                 5

TCYD32560    325mm                 5
TCYD40060    400mm                 5
TCYD42560    425mm                 5
TCYD50060    500mm                 5
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To prolong your Glomesh
floor pad's life, follow these
simple steps. 

Rinse pad with water
after each use,
especially if stripping
old floor polish. 

If pads are not rinsed after stripping
polish, they will lose cleaning
performance and can harden, leading to
pads potentially snapping.

Do not leave pads underneath floor
machines for prolonged periods of
time when the machine is not in
use. This can compress the pad and
reduce its life. 

Its easy to forget to check pads under
larger ride-on machines. Always check
that your floor pads are not worn out
before you start to operate ride-on or
large walk behind machines. 

How to maintain
your Glomesh pads
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Edco is Australia's largest family owned and operated supplier of
quality cleaning products, janitorial and food service products. 

 
Edco's national sales team of dedicated sales professionals has over

75 years of combined experience of supplying and 
supporting the Australian commercial cleaning industry. 

 
Nationwide supply is from Edco's three, company owned and
operated distribution centres in Sydney, Brisbane and Perth. 

Edco remains a 100% Australian family owned business. 
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